The antimigraine effect of ergotamine: a role for alpha-adrenergic blockade?
The hypothesis that alpha-adrenergic receptor blockade accounts for the ability of ergotamine to stop migraine attacks was tested, in migraine patients, in an experimental migraine model based on nitroderivative- induced attacks. In a preliminary single blind, placebo controlled study, thymoxamine, a prevalently post-synaptic alpha adrenergic receptor antagonist, was able to abort migraine attack in 9 out of 10 patients, as opposed to 2 out of 10 by placebo (p < 0.005 Fisher's exact test). In a subsequent randomized, crossover, placebo controlled double blind study, the ability of a selective alpha-1 adrenergic receptor agonist, methoxamine, to block ergotamine antimigraine effect was studied. In 26 patients migraine was induced in two separate tests and then ergotamine was administered once after methoxamine pretreatment and once after placebo; methoxamine was significantly more effective than placebo in blocking antimigraine effect of ergotamine (p = 0.0055 Fisher's exact test). These results support the hypothesis that ergotamine alpha-1 adrenolytic properties may account for its antimigraine effect suggesting that this action takes place outside the blood-brain barrier, since methoxamine can cross it very poorly. Ergotamine target structure could be the trigeminal innervation of the extracranial and/or dural vessels.